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We investigate the property of optical bistability in a photonic-crystal one-atom laser when nonlinear mi-
crocavity is present. The physical system consists of a coherently driven two-level light emitter strongly
coupled to a high-quality microcavity which is embedded within a photonic crystal and another coherent
probing field which has incident into the microcavity. In our case, the microcavity is fabricated by nonlinear
material and placed as an impurity in photonic crystal. This study reveals that such a system can exhibit optical
bistability. The dependence of threshold value and hysteresis loop on the photonic band gap of the photonic
crystal, driving field Rabi frequency and dephasing processes, are studied. Our results clearly illustrate the
ability to control optical bistability through suitable photonic-crystal architectures and external coherent driv-
ing field, and this study suggests that in a photonic-crystal nonlinear microcavity, the one-atom laser acts as an
effective controllable bistable device in the design of all-light digital computing systems in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The character of bistable system is that there are two
stable output intensities for a single input intensity �1�. In the
past few decades, optical bistability has inspired consider-
able investigation due to its significant applications in photon
control devices �2–8�. It is well know that superior optical
bistable device requires the materials with large nonlinear
refractive index coefficient and fast speed nonlinear re-
sponse. Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to select an appro-
priate nonlinear material and the physical parameters of the
material cannot be manipulated arbitrarily. So how to control
bistability artificially has attracted a lot of interest in this
research region. Up to now, many approaches have been pro-
posed such as introducing a strong electromagnetic field
�9,10�, via spontaneously generated coherence in an atom
system �11�, and applying photonic band-gap �PBG� struc-
tures �12–14�.

Recently, there is much interest in one-atom laser. Such a
system is one of the key to study quantum effects in the
interaction of electromagnetic fields with matter �15–19�.
The so-called photonic-crystal one-atom laser is only one
atom or quantum dot interacting with the quantized field of a
photonic-crystal microcavity. It is well known that in the
photonic crystal there is a periodicity in the refraction index
which produces the scattering of light outside of the crystal
for certain frequencies related to the refraction index period-
icity �20�. Consequently, those modes are absent from the
crystal so that a gap is formed. This property produces new
optical phenomenon, such as photon-atom bound states �21�,
fractionalized single-atom inversion �22�, coherent control of
spontaneous emission through quantum interference �23�,
optical bistability, and switching in multiatom systems �24�.
By embedding a point defect in the periodic structure, a
single isolated band may occur inside the gap and electro-
magnetic modes �defect modes� are localized in the vicinity

of the defect �20,25�. This defect structure is the photonic-
crystal microcavity. From 2004 to 2008, Florescu et al.
�26–29� published a series of papers to propose a detailed
quantum theory of a one-atom laser in photonic-crystal mi-
crocavity. According to the theory, a wide variety of novel
quantum statistical and spectral features have been unveiled.
In particular, better coherence, strong enhancement of the
cavity field, and photon antibunching have been predicted.
Following the progress in experimental techniques, some of
them are verified experimentally �30–34�.

In this paper, we investigate property of optical bistability
in a photonic-crystal one-atom laser when nonlinear material
is present. The photonic-crystal microcavity is a point defect
embedded within periodic dielectric structures. Within a full
band gap, photons will be completely localized in the vicin-
ity of the defect �25�. Therefore, there is no fundamental
upper boundary to the microcavity Q factor �quality factor�
�28�. In the previous theoretical study of one-atom laser in
photonic crystal, the microcavity is considered to be fabri-
cated by linear dielectric material, but in our study the mi-
crocavity is considered to be fabricated by nonlinear mate-
rial. The physical system consists of a coherently driven two-
level light emitter strongly coupled to a high-quality
microcavity. The microcavity is made of a photonic crystal
with a nonlinear defect and another coherent probing field
which has incident into the microcavity. By the dressed-atom
approach and Born-Markov approximation, we obtained the
master equation for the system which is atom plus cavity
field and then we derived the analytical expression for the
correlation between cavity field amplitude and incident co-
herent probing field intensity via an appropriate approxima-
tion. The numerical simulation has shown that under suitable
physical conditions, the system can produce optical bistabil-
ity and how the bistable properties vary with the controllable
parameters of the system.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the model Hamiltonian and derive the master equa-
tion for the system. In Sec. III, we derive the equations of
motion for expectation values of atomic and cavity field op-
erators and the steady-state solutions are obtained under*Corresponding author; lushuchen63@yahoo.com.cn
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small fluctuation approximation. Then we define the bistable
state equations of system and derive its analytical expression.
In Sec. IV, we investigate the bistable properties with differ-
ent physical parameters. Finally, we summarized the results
in Sec. V.

II. MASTER EQUATION

Let us consider a single two-level light emitter �atom or
quantum dot� with ground state �1� and excited state �2� sepa-
rated by the transition frequency �a. The atom is coupled to
a single mode of a high-Q microcavity with coupling con-
stant g and is driven by a coherent external laser field of a
frequency �L and the resonant Rabi frequency �intensity� �.
The Rabi frequency characterizes the strength of the driving
field and is proportional to the product of the absolute value
of atomic dipole moment d12 and the driving field amplitude
E ��=d12�E� /��. The microcavity is embedded within photo-
nic crystal as a nonlinear impurity and the cavity mode fre-
quency is �c. The system under consideration is schemati-
cally depicted in Fig. 1. For simplicity, we treat the driving
external field classically and work in the interaction picture.
Under the electric-dipole and the rotating-wave approxima-
tions, the total system is described by a Hamiltonian which
can be written as

H = H0 + H1 + H2 + Hdephase + Hdamping. �1�

In Eq. �1�, the first term H0 is the noninteracting Hamiltonian
of the driven atom plus the cavity mode plus the photonic-
crystal radiation reservoir modes and the H0 is given as

H0 =
1

2
��a�3 + ����12 + �21� + ��ca

†a + ��
�

��a�
†a�,

�2�

where a and a† are the cavity mode annihilation and creation
operators, respectively, a� and a�

† are the photonic-crystal
radiation reservoir annihilation and creation operators, �ij
= �i��j� �i , j=1,2� are the bare-atomic operators, �3=�22
−�11 describes the bare-atomic inversion, and �a=�a−�L,

�c=�c−�L, and ��=��−�L are the detuning of the atomic
resonance frequency �a, of the cavity mode frequency �c, of
the frequency �� of a mode � of the photonic-crystal radia-
tion reservoir, respectively. The second term H1 in Eq. �1�
describes the nonlinear effect of microcavity �35� and the
incident of coherent probing field of a frequency �i and the
Rabi frequency � and the H1 is given as

H1 = ��a†a†aa + i���a†e−i�it − aei�it� , �3�

where �i=�i−�L is the detuning of incident probing field
frequency �i and � is the dispersive part of third-order non-
linear polarizability of nonlinear material �35�. In our model,
� describes the strength of nonlinear effect in the cavity. For
simplicity, we also treat the probing field classically. The
third term

H2 = i�g�	a†aa†�12 − a	a†a�21� + i��
�

g��a�
†�12 − �21a��

�4�

is the interaction Hamiltonian between the atom and the cav-
ity mode as well as the photonic-crystal vacuum radiation
modes. In particular, the strength of the coupling between
atom and cavity mode is proportional to the cavity field am-
plitude which reflects the nonlinear interactions. In Eq. �4�,
the coupling constant between the atom and the cavity mode
is given by g= ��ad21 /���� /2�0�cV�1/2ê · ûd, where d21 and
ûd are the absolute value and the unit vector of the atomic
dipole moment respectively, V is the volume of the cavity
mode, ê is the polarization mode of the cavity radiation field,
�0 is the dielectric constant, and g� is the coupling constant
between the atom and the mode � of the radiation field of the
photonic reservoir. Both g and g� are taken as positive real
numbers.

The Hamiltonian Hdephase describes additional dephasing
interactions, which may arise from scattering phonons of the
host crystal on the atom embedded in the solid part of the
dielectric material. For simplicity, assume that the phonon
density of states �DOS� is broad and displays no sharp fea-
tures. In this case, Hdephase contributes one term to the master
equation of the system �36�


 �	

�t
�

dephase

= 
p��3	�3 − 	� , �5�

where 
p is a phenomenological dephasing rate.
The Hamiltonian Hdamping describes the damping of the

cavity field. In our case, this may arise from infinitesimal
asymmetry of the defect architecture �caused by the manu-
facturing process� that allows weak direct coupling between
the vacuum modes and the microcavity mode within the
PBG �26,37�. Also, a small amount of light can be emitted in
the vicinity of the microcavity. The contribution of this type
of damping to the master equation is expressed as


 �	

�t
�

damping

= ��2a	a† − a†a	 − 	a†a� , �6�

where � is the phenomenological cavity decay rate. The cav-
ity quality factor is then defined as Q��c /�.

FIG. 1. The system under consideration consists of a coherently
driven two-level light emitter strongly coupled to a high-quality
nonlinear microcavity which is embedded within a photonic crystal
and another coherent probing field which has incident into the
microcavity.
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As a matter of fact, the strong pumping field can drive the
atom to form dressed atom before the spontaneous emission
,taking place. Hence, the electromagnetic field is considered
to be interaction with dressed atom. In order to describe this
interaction, it is useful to transform Eq. �1� from bare-atom
representation to dressed-atom representation by introducing
the dressed states �29�. The so-called dressed states are the
eigenstates of atom plus pump field noninteracting Hamil-
tonian Haf as given below

Haf =
1

2
��a�3 + ����12 + �21� . �7�

Since the driving field is treated classically, the eigenstates of
Eq. �7� can be easily found

�1̃� = c�1� − s�2� , �8a�

�2̃� = s�1� + c�2� . �8b�

Here c�cos���, s�sin���, and angle � is in the interval
�0,� and is defined by

cos2��� =
1

2

1 +

�a

�
� , �9�

where �=	4�2+�a
2 is the generalized Rabi frequency.

By the Eq. �8�, we can obtain the relationship between
bare-atomic operators and the dressed-state atomic operators

�12 =
1

2
sin�2��R3 − sin2 �R21 + cos2 �R12, �10a�

�3 = �22 − �11 = cos�2��R3 − sin�2���R12 + R21� ,

�10b�

R3 = R22 − R11, �10c�

where Rij = �ĩ�� j̃� �ĩ , j̃=1,2� are the dressed-state atomic op-
erators. Under the representation of the dressed state, the
noninteracting Hamiltonian can be expressed as the follow-
ing form:

H0 = ��R3 + ��ca
†a + ��

�

��a�
†a�. �11�

In the dressed-state basis, the bare atomic operators �12,
�21, and �3 in the H1, H2, and ��	 /�t�dephase are replaced by
the Eqs. �10a� and �10b�. Further, we define the time-

dependent interaction picture Hamiltonian H̃i=U†�t�HiU�t�,
where U�t�=exp�−iHot /�� and i=1,2. In this interaction pic-
ture, the Hamiltonian H1 and H2 takes the following form:

H̃1 = ��a†a†aa + i���a†ei��c−�i�t − ae−i��c−�i�t� , �12�

H̃2 = i�g�cs	a†aa†R3ei�ct + c2	a†aa†R12e
i��c−2��t

− s2	a†aa†R21e
i��c+2��t� + i��

�

g��sca�
†R3ei��t

+ c2a�
†R12e

i���−2��t − s2a�
†R21e

i���+2��t� + H.c. �13�

The Hamiltonian H̃1 keeps the same form even after the uni-
tary transform U�t� is taken, but in the second term, which
describes the incident of probing field, the oscillation fre-
quency is changed from �i to �c−�i. The absolute value of
the oscillation frequency has the significant meaning for the
secular approximation �in the approximation, the fast oscil-

lating terms will be neglected� �38�. The Hamiltonian H̃2
describes the nonlinear interaction of the dressed atom with
the cavity field and the linear interaction of the dressed atom
with the vacuum modes. In Eq. �15�, we see that, due to
nonlinear defect, the coupling intensity between dressed
atom and cavity is also proportional to the amplitude of cav-
ity field. In addition, the characteristic frequencies of oscil-
lation in Eq. �13� are �c and �c�2�. By varying the cavity
field detuning �c, we can manipulate the interaction between
the driven system and the cavity mode.

Under the Born-Markov approximation �39�, by tracing
the density operator of the total system over the reservoir
variables, the master equation for the reduced density opera-
tor of atom plus cavity field system in the dressed-state rep-
resentation is finally obtained, and after discarding the rapid
oscillating terms in the dissipative part, the master equation
takes the form

�	

�t
=

1

i�
���a†a†aa + i���a† − a�,	�

+ g�sc�	a†aa†R3ei�ct − R3a	a†ae−i�ct,	��

+ c2�	a†aa†R12e
i��c−2��t − R21a	a†ae−i��c−2��t,	�

− s2�	a†aa†R12e
i��c+2��t − R12a	a†ae−i��c+2��t,	�

+ LA	 + LC	 , �14�

where the superoperators LA and LC are defined by

LA	 =
A0

2
�R3	R3 − 	� +

A−

2
�R21	R12 − R12R21	�

+
A+

2
�R12	R21 − R21R12	� + H.c., �15�

LC	 = ��2a	a† − a†a	 − 	a†a� . �16�

Equation �15� describes the spontaneous emission from the
dressed atom to the modes of the photonic-crystal radiation
reservoir and the Eq. �16� describes the damping of the cav-
ity mode via cavity decay. In Eq. �15�, A0=
0c2s2+
p�c2

−s2�, A−=
−s4+4
pc2s2, and A+=
+s4+4
pc2s2. The sponta-
neous emission decay rates 
0=2��g�

2����−�L�, 
−
=2��g�

2����−�L+2��, and 
+=2��g�
2����−�L−2��

are proportional to the photonic DOS at the dressed-state
transition frequencies �L and �L�2� �40�.

We consider here the case of the cavity field tuned to
resonance with the Mollow high-frequency sideband, corre-
sponding to �c=2�; with the probing field frequency reso-
nance with the cavity field, it means that �i=�c=2�. We
note that for the optical cavities, the wavelength of the prob-
ing field is in the optical domain. The photonic DOS of
photonic-crystal radiation reservoir as a function of fre-
quency exists in a discontinuity near a band-edge frequency
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�b, exhibits the relevant frequencies for this study, and their
relative position are presented in Fig. 2. And then, assuming
a strong pump field ��
 ,�, one can invoke the secular
approximation �38� to ignore the rapidly oscillating terms at
frequencies 2� and 4� in the master equation. In this case,
the master equation reduces to

�	

�t
=

1

i�
���a†a†aa + i���a† − a�,	�

+ g1�	a†aa†R12 − R21a	a†a,	� + LA	 + LC	 , �17�

where g1=gc2 is the effective coupling constant.
In order to derive the bistable states equation of system,

we have transformed Eq. �17� into the Schrödinger picture.
By this way, we obtain the following master equation:

�	

�t
=

1

i�
���R3 + ��ca

†a + ��a†a†aa + i���a† − ��a�,	�

+ g1�	a†aa†R12 − R21a	a†a,	� + LA	 + LC	 , �18�

where �=�e−2i�t and obviously ���= ���.

III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND BISTABLE STATES
EQUATION

In this section, we derive the bistable states equation of
the system. The concept of optical bistability is that there are
two output light intensities for single input light intensity
when the light pass through certain optical medium, i.e., out-
put light intensity is a nonlinear function of input light inten-
sity �1�. In order to investigate the properties of optical bi-
stability, we have to derive the intensity relation between
input light and output light analytically or numerically. This
relationship is so-called bistable states equation. For the sys-
tem under consideration, it is necessary to derive the relation
between probing field Rabi frequency and cavity field ampli-
tude. The system is described by reduced density operator 	
consisting of dressed atom plus cavity field and the master
equation Eq. �18� enables us to derive equations of motion
for expectation values of atomic and cavity field operators.
By the fact that a†, a, R12, R21, and R3 are time-independent

Schrödinger picture operators, the equation of motion for
their expectation values follows from �	 /�t in the master
equation. The following sets of equations of motion for the
expectation values of various operators are obtained:

d

dt
�a� = − i�c�a� − 2i��a†aa� + g1�	a†aR12� − ��a� + � ,

�19a�

d

dt
�R12� = − 2i��R12� − 
2A0 +


1

2
��R12� + g1�a	a†aR3� ,

�19b�

d

dt
�R3� = − 2g1��	a†aa†R12� + �a	a†aR21�� − 
2 − 
1�R3� .

�19c�

Equations of �R21� and �a†� are the Hermitian conjugates of
Eqs. �19a� and �19b�. Here we treat 	a†a as a c number in
calculating commutation relation and the parameters 
1
=
+c4+
−s4 and 
2=
+c4−
−s4.

Some of the terms in Eqs. �19� contain expectation value
of product of the operators. The system of equations will be
endless if we continue deriving the equations of motion for
their expectation values because we can find that those equa-
tions also contain expectation values of more operator prod-
ucts. Consequently, we employ approximation approach. In
the following, we neglect the correlation between expecta-
tion values of operators, assuming that the expectation values
of the product of operators are equal to the product of the
expectation values of operators. For the sake of notational
simplicity, we introduce a set of complex number �, ��, S12,
S21, and S3 which indicate the expectation value of operators
�a†�=��, �a�=�, �R12�=S12, �R21�=S21, and �R3�=S3. Then
we find the following closed set of nonlinear equations of
motion:

d�

dt
= − i�2� + 2����2�� − �� + g1S12��� + � , �20a�

d��

dt
= i�2� + 2����2��� − ��� + g1S21��� + ��, �20b�

dS12

dt
= − 2i�S12 − 
2A0 +


1

2
�S12 + g1����S3, �20c�

dS21

dt
= 2i�S21 − 
2A0 +


1

2
�S21 + g1�����S3, �20d�

dS3

dt
= − 2g1������S12 + �S21� − 
2 − 
1S3. �20e�

Equations �20� can be obtained by the following different
processes �41�. First, the master equation Eq. �18� can be
converted to Fokker-Planck equation by introducing the
positive P representation and then using Ito rules to convert
this Fokker-Planck equation into stochastic differential equa-

FIG. 2. The relative positions of the relevant frequencies con-
sidered in our study. �L and �c are the coherent pump field fre-
quency and the cavity mode frequency, respectively. �L�2� de-
scribes the sideband components of the Mollow spectrum �� is the
generalized Rabi frequency� and �b is the photonic band-edge
frequency.
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tions. Second, discarding the fluctuation forces in those sto-
chastic differential equations, we can get Eqs. �20� again.
Therefore, we can conclude that the approximation em-
ployed to derive Eqs. �20� is equivalent to the small fluctua-
tion approximation �i.e., neglecting the fluctuation forces�.
We focus on the steady solutions of the system. Let the time
derivative on the left side of Eqs. �20� equal zero. We obtain
a system of algebraic equations

− i�2� + 2����2�� − �� + g1S12��� + � = 0, �21a�

i�2� + 2����2��� − ��� + g1S21��� + �� = 0, �21b�

− 2i�S12 − 
2A0 +

1

2
�S12 + g1����S3 = 0, �21c�

2i�S21 − 
2A0 +

1

2
�S21 + g1�����S3 = 0, �21d�

− 2g1������S12 + �S21� − 
2 − 
1S3 = 0. �21e�

After some algebra, we have

� = �
� +
g1

2���2
2
�

4g1
2���4
� + 
1�4�2 + 
�

2 �
�

+ i
2� + 2����2 −
2�g1

2���2
2

4g1
2���4
� + 
1�4�4 + 
�

2 �
�� .

�22�

Here, 
�=2A0+
1 /2. Equation �22� is the bistable states
equation of the system.

IV. OPTICAL BISTABILITY IN THE CAVITY

In this section, we discuss the dependence of bistability
on the PBG of the photonic crystal, driving field Rabi fre-
quency and dephasing processes. As we have already men-
tioned, we work in the strong-coupling regime

g � 
,� . �23�

This condition is satisfied in a typical band-gap material. For
example, one can take the atomic transition frequency and
the pumping field frequency and as �a��L�1015 Hz, the
electric-dipole moment of an atom d21�10−29 Cm, and the
cavity mode volume of V�10−6 m3, then the atom cavity
coupling will be g�1010 Hz �29,42�. For a spontaneous
emission decay rate in a free space of 
=108 Hz, 
−
=100
 and quality factor Q of 106 corresponds to a cavity
decay rate ��109 Hz. For a frequency detuning ��a�
�10−7�a in the optical regime, the value of pumping Rabi
frequency used in the calculations corresponds to the electric
field amplitude E�103 V /m �26�. Thus the inequality Eq.
�23� is easy satisfied. In experimental design, one can select
doped semiconductor CdSxSe1−x glass as materials, which
has large nonlinear refractive index coefficient and very short
nonlinear responding time, to compose point defect in pho-
tonic crystal. Moreover, the photonic-crystal microcavity ar-

chitecture can be realized by embedding a dielectric micro-
cavity �defect� within a two-mode waveguide channel in a
two-dimensional �2D� PBG microchip �26�. One mode of the
waveguide channel is engineered to produce a large discon-
tinuity in the local photon density of states near the atom and
another mode is used to propagate the pump-laser beam. By
suitable engineering, it is possible to realize a strong cou-
pling of the atom to both the pumping waveguide mode and
the high-Q cavity mode �26�. The physical parameters of
such photonic-crystal architecture was proposed and dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. �26�. We note that for the optical
cavities, the wavelength of the probing field is about 10−3

−103 �m.
For simplicity, we introduce new dimensionless param-

eters n0=
2
� / �4g1
2�, x= ��� /	n0, y= ��� / ��	n0�, r=
+ /
−,

C=g1
2 / �2�
��, �=� /�, R=
1 /
2, �1=2� /�, and �2

=2� /
�, where y is the normalized input intensity and x is
the normalized cavity field amplitude. r describes the size of
the discontinuity on the photonic DOS under the situation of
a full PBG with no radiation mode for the high Mollow
sideband r=
+ /
−=0 and r=
+ /
−=1 for the free-space
case.

Equation �22� can be written in the following form:

�y�2 = �x�2��1 +
2C�x�2

�x�4 + R
�2

2 + 1

n0
�

2

+ ��1 + 2n0��x�2 −
2C�x�2�2

�x�4 + R
�2

2 + 1

n0
�

2

� . �24�

In the following, we will employ Eq. �24� to discuss the
bistability of the system. For simplicity, we take 
p=0 �i.e.,
neglecting the dipolar dephase�, �=0.1
− �i.e., in the good
cavity limit�, and � /�=0.5. In a strong-coupling regime �g
=10��, we take the driving field intensity as � / ��a�=0.75 for
the negative detuning ��a�0� between the atomic resonant
frequency and driving field frequency.

Figure 3 presents the normalized cavity field amplitude as
a function of the normalized incident probing field intensity
for the cavity in ordinary vacuum �r=1�. In Fig. 3, the typi-
cal S-shaped response indicates that the system can exhibit a
bistability. The point H denotes the high threshold value UH
of the probing field intensity and L denotes the low threshold
value UL. The hysteresis cycle width �U is defined by

�U = UH − UL. �25�

The curve in Fig. 3 means that when the incident intensity
increases to the point H, the cavity field amplitude suddenly
becomes a very large value. However, as the incident inten-
sity decreases to the point L, the cavity field amplitude jumps
into a very small value. As a result, a hysteresis cycle is
formed in Fig. 3. One can find that the system has two stable
branches �1� in the two sides of S-shape curve, where the
derivative of cavity field amplitude x with respect to the
probing field amplitude y is greater than zero �i.e., dx /dy
�0�. However, the middle part of S-shape curve, where
dx /dy�0, corresponds to the unstable branch of the system.
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If the cavity field intensity is in the unstable branch initially,
it may jump to the stable branches when there is a perturba-
tion to the probing intensity. Thus, when the probing field
intensity belongs to the interval �UL ,UH�, the system can
exhibit a bistability. The normalized incident intensity values
of point H�L� correspond to 13.78 �4.19�.

In order to demonstrate the controllability of the optical
bistability, we present in Fig. 4 the normalized cavity field
amplitude as a function of the normalized probing field in-
tensity for various values of the discontinuity in the photonic
DOS. The magnitude of the jump in photonic DOS ranges
from the case of a cavity engineered in a photonic crystal
with a full PBG �i.e., r=0� to the case of a cavity in ordinary
vacuum �i.e., r=1� and other parameters are the same as
those in Fig. 3. The insert figure in Fig. 4 presents the curve
of r=0.1. We can see that the high threshold value increases
with the increasing of the discontinuity of photonic DOS, but
the low threshold value keeps unchanged basically. This ten-
dency means the hysteresis cycle width will be enlarged
when photonic DOS jump between the Mollow spectral
components is large. For a cavity engineered in a photonic
crystal with a full PBG, the curve cannot be retraced to per-
form an S shape for any input intensities. In this case, the
cavity field amplitude is a linear function of probing field
intensity and the bistability of the cavity field vanishes. We
depict the dependence of UH, UL, and �U on the discontinu-
ity in photonic DOS in Fig. 5. The hysteresis cycle width and
high threshold value also increase with increasing of pump-
ing field intensity as presented in Fig. 6. Here we alter the
pumping field Rabi frequency from � / ��a�=0.25 to � / ��a�
=1 and fix the jump of photonic DOS at r=0.8. The other
parameters are the same as those given in Fig. 3. As shown
above, we can conclude that the effect of the adjustment to
physical parameter of the one-atom laser in photonic-crystal

microcavity is equivalent to the indirect modulation of the
nonlinear coefficient of the nonlinear defect.

The reason for the above results can be qualitatively ex-
plained as follows. It is well known that photonic band struc-
ture can manipulate atom-emitting photons to cavity mode.
The atom spontaneous emission, which leads to emission of
photons into the reservoir modes different from the cavity
mode, can be reduced when the photonic DOS jump between
the Mollow spectral components is large. As a result, the
process of stimulated emission into the cavity mode domi-
nates the total process of atom-emitting photons. Therefore,
the cavity photon number is enhanced for large discontinui-
ties in the photonic DOS �i.e., small value of r�. In Eq. �4�,
the strength of the coupling between atom and cavity mode
is proportional to the amplitude of cavity field because of the
existence of nonlinear material in the cavity. Therefore, the
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FIG. 3. The normalized cavity field amplitude in the absence of
dipolar dephasing as a function of the normalized probing field
intensity for negative detuning between the atomic resonant fre-
quency and the driving field frequency �a�0. We have set �
=0.1
−, g=10�, �=0.5�, and the cavity is imbedded in the ordinary
vacuum �i.e., r=1�, the scaled driving field Rabi frequency � / ��a�
=0.75 in the calculation.
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FIG. 4. The normalized cavity field amplitude in the absence of
dipolar dephasing as a function of the normalized probing field
intensity for negative detuning between the atomic resonant fre-
quency and the driving field frequency �a�0 and for various val-
ues of the jump in photonic DOS. We have set �=0.1
−, g=10�,
�=0.5�, and the scaled driving field Rabi frequency � / ��a�=0.75 in
the calculations. �a� r=0,0.1,0.3,0.5. �b� r=0.6,0.8,0.9,1. Insert
shows the curve of r=0.1.
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increase of photon number in cavity is equivalent to enhance
the coupling between atom and cavity field. Consequently, it
favors to the energy transmission between the atomic system
and the cavity field. When the input intensity is increased,
more photons will enter the cavity mode and the energy will
be transferred from the cavity field to atom quite easily. As a
result, the stronger incident intensity is needed in order to
make cavity field saturation. Therefore, both the cavity field
amplitude and high threshold value increases. If the input is
reduced, the distributed feedback mechanism enables the
system to retain a sufficiently large internal cavity field in-
tensity so that the output intensity is maintained. The input

has to drop below the original switch-up intensity before the
cavity falls to a low value. The hysteretic curve was shown
in Figs. 3 and 4.

We now investigate the effect of additional dephasing on
the bistability characteristics. In Fig. 7, we plot the normal-
ized amplitude of the cavity field as a function of the nor-
malized probing field intensity when an addition dephasing
is present in the system �
p=0.1��, where all the physical
parameters are the same as those in Fig. 4. The insert figure
in Fig. 7 presents the curve of r=0.1. Compared to Fig. 4, we
note that the high threshold value in Fig. 7 is larger and the
region of bistability is increased slightly. Those tendencies
are accompanied by the little decrease of the cavity field
intensity of two stable states in the same magnitude of dis-
continuity in the photonic DOS. To understand the character-
istics mentioned above, one needs to recall that the dipolar
dephasing can transfer the atom from a dressed state to an-
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FIG. 5. The influence of the discontinuity of photonic DOS on
hysteresis cycle width, high and low threshold values, in the ab-
sence of dipolar dephasing for negative detuning between the
atomic resonant frequency and the driving field frequency �a�0.
We have set �=0.1
−, g=10�, �=0.5�, and the scaled driving field
Rabi frequency � / ��a�=0.75 in the calculations.
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FIG. 6. The normalized cavity field amplitude in the absence of
dipolar dephasing as a function of the normalized probing field
intensity for various values of the scaled driving field Rabi fre-
quency � / ��a� and for negative detuning between the atomic reso-
nant frequency and the driving field frequency �a�0. We have set
�=0.1
−, g=10�, �=0.5�, and r=
+ /
−=0.8 in the calculations.
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FIG. 7. The normalized cavity field amplitude in the presence of
dipolar dephasing as a function of the normalized probing field
intensity for negative detuning between the atomic resonant fre-
quency and the driving field frequency �a�0 and for various val-
ues of the jump in photonic DOS. We have set �=0.1
−, g=10�,
�=0.5�, 
p=0.1�, and the scaled driving field Rabi frequency
� / ��a�=0.75 in the calculations. �a� r=0,0.1,0.3,0.5. �b� r
=0.6,0.8,0.9,1. Insert shows the curve of r=0.1.
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other dressed state without the emission of a photon. As a
result, for the same probing field intensity, the cavity field
amplitude is lower than the case when no dipolar dephasing
is present �see Fig. 4�. Moreover, the higher incident inten-
sity is needed in order to make cavity field saturation, i.e.,
the high threshold values are increased. From Fig. 7, we can
conclude that despite the dephasing processes have a delete-
rious effect on the photon emission �27�, but in our case, the
effect of dephasing processes on bistable characteristics is
insignificant.

V. SUMMARY

We investigate the property of bistability of cavity field
amplitude in a photonic-crystal one-atom laser when the mi-
crocavity is considered to be fabricated by nonlinear mate-
rial. We have considered the case of the microcavity fre-
quency tuned on resonance with one of the sidebands of
Mollow atomic resonance fluorescence spectrum and the
probing field frequency resonance with the microcavity. Un-
der certain conditions, the cavity field exhibits bistability.
When the discontinuity in the photonic density of states in-
creases, the high threshold value and the cavity field ampli-
tude will also increase and so will the hysteresis cycle width.
If the microcavity resonance occurs in a full photonic band

gap, the bistability vanishes whatever other parameters are.
In addition, the increase of Rabi frequency of pumping field
will also lead to the enlargement of the hysteresis cycle
width. The bistable behavior vanished as the pumping field
Rabi frequency was decreased. When the additional dephas-
ing is taken into account, the hysteresis cycle width will
enlarge insignificantly. But the general bistable characteris-
tics will keep unchanged. Those results clearly illustrate the
ability to control optical bistability through suitable
photonic-crystal architectures and external coherent driving
field instead of adjusting the nonlinear materials and this
study suggests that in a photonic-crystal nonlinear microcav-
ity, the one-atom laser acts as an effective controllable
bistable device in the design of all-light digital computing
systems in the near future.
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